Welcome to our May edition of the Commercial Litigation
Review. Whilst everybody's thoughts in the UK are turned
to the imminent formation of a new Government, of
whatever political persuasion, and its tough costs-cutting
decisions ahead, it is apt that our 'Special Focus' article
is all about costs and Lord Justice Jackson's review.
This edition of the Review also looks at the law relating to
the incorporation of jurisdiction clauses and the recent
Supreme Court decision concerning the fairness of bank
charges. In addition, Grace Ng of our associated office in
Hong Kong analyses the new Hong Kong Practice
Direction on Mediation.
A short synopsis of all the articles in this issue of the
Review are detailed below, as well as being listed on the
left column, for your ease of reference.
We hope you enjoy this edition of the Review.
Victoria Anderson
Editor/Professional Support Lawyer (London)
t: +44 (0) 20 7556 4466
e: VAnderson@eapdlaw.com

ARTICLES IN THE MAY 2010 EDITION OF THE REVIEW:

UK Focus
Special Focus
Jackson's Review of Costs in Litigation: Jamie Humphreys and Stephen
Ixer outline the recommendations made by Lord Justice Jackson in his long-awaited
Review of Civil Litigation Costs, published in January of this year. More>>

Contract
Consideration of the Supreme Court's decision concerning the fairness of bank
charges. More>>

Litigation
Failing to have adequate document retention policies in place can have adverse
costs consequences as demonstrated in the recent case of Earles v Barclays Bank.
More>>

Arbitration
The ECJ decision of West Tankers has been further analysed in the Court of Appeal
decision of National v Endesa. More>>

Contract
The High Court considers the well-established legal principle of English law that an
agreement made on terms on which parties do not intend to be bound unless and
until those terms are formalised in a contract, is not in itself legally binding. More>>

Employment
Team moves and consideration of the lessons to be learnt following the recent case
of Tullett Prebon plc and Others v BGC Brokers LP and Others. More>>

Contract
A review of the law relating to incorporation of jurisdiction clauses in light of the
recent decision in Africa Express Line v Socofi SA. More>>

Litigation
A recent High Court decision marks an important shift in the approach of the courts
to the extent of privilege which can be afforded to communications between clients
and professional (non-lawyer) advisors. More>>

Litigation News
A brief look at topical litigation-related issues in the UK. More>>

Hong Kong Focus
Mediation
Grace Ng analyses the new Hong Kong Practice Direction on Mediation. More>>
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